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Second-Generation Arab Designers

Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein  

Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein (1929–1998) was an artist and designer. He joined 

Cairo’s Higher School of Fine Arts in 1946 and graduated from the decorative arts 

department in 1951, before attending al-Madrasa al-Malakiya li-Tahsin al-Khatt 

al-‘Arabi (The Royal School for the Development of Arabic Calligraphy). A revolu-

tionary editorial designer, he was the creator of Rose al-Yusuf’s editorial design 

philosophy and one of the magazine’s most prominent art directors. In 1951 he 

joined Rose al-Yusuf as art director and illustrator, and in 1956 he founded Sabah 

al-khayr magazine with Ahmed Bahaa-Eldin. “Abu al-Enein contributed with a 

new concept to the journalism and book publishing industry in Egypt and a great 

understanding of the Gestalt effect (Holistic) for the printed design as unified, 

composite work of text, headlines, illustrations, photographs, gutters, lines, sepa-

rators, frames, negative spaces, and the patches of black, red, white and gray.”30  

Mohieddine al-Labbad, who worked with Abu al-Enein at Rose al-Yusuf, considers 

him a design master. He gathered a great team of designers, illustrators, and cari-

caturists and started by recruiting two fresh graduates, Salah Jahin and George 

Bahgoury, to work with Gamal Kamel, who was already employed at the magazine. 

Among those who worked at Rose al-Yusuf under the supervision of Abu al-Enein, 

later to become star illustrators and caricaturists, are Bahgat Osman, Ahmad 

Hegazy, Ragay Wanes, Nagy Kamel, Ismail Diab, Heba Enaiet, Yusuf Francis, Nagy 

Shaker, Hassan Hakem, Salah al-Laithy, Mustafa Hussein, Mohieddine al-Labbad, 

Raouf Ayad, and Ihab Shaker. Rose al-Yusuf’s school led and influenced the whole 

of Arab professional journalism for years.

Abu al-Enein’s editorial designs were renowned for their solid compositions with 

high contrast, and an intelligent use of negative spaces and rhythmic variations. He 

was a minimalist and a conscious abstracter, emphasizing the comfortable/direct 

relationship between the reader and the magazine. He was famous for using the 

traditional, popular Ruq‘a, which he applied to most of the magazine headlines 

instead of the old-school classical calligraphy styles such as Thuluth, Naskh, and 

Farsi. This contributed to creating a new visual language in Arab journalism. He was 

famous for his passion for typography, lettering, and logotype. He redesigned the 

logo of Rose al-Yusuf, as well as the logos of Sabah al-khayr magazine, al-Gumhuriya 

newspaper and its book series, and the newspaper al-Ahali.

240. Portrait of Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein 
in his studio, year unknown
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241. (Above left) Editorial illustration 
by Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein, year unknown

242. (Above center) Editorial illustration 
by Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein, year unknown

243. (Above right) Manazir min al-Nuba (Scenes 
of Nubia) book cover, designed by Abd al-Ghani 
Abu al-Enein, year unknown

244. (Far Left) Sabah al-khayr magazine cover, 
designed by Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein, 1958

245. (Left) Sabah al-khayr magazine cover, 
designed by Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein,1959
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Left to right:
246. Logos for Rose al-Yusuf, Sabah al-khayr,
al-Gumhuriya, and Kitab al-gumhur, designed by 
Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein, year unknown

247. Kharif al-ghadab (Autumn of Fury) book cover, 
designed by Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein, 1988

248. Li-Masr la li-‘Abd al-Nasser (For Egypt Not For 
‘Abd al-Nasser), draft sketch for cover designed 
by Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein, 1976

Additionally, Abu al-Enein worked for several journalistic associations and for 

magazines such as al-Katib, al-Ghad, al-Tahrir, al-Funun al-sha‘biya, Adab wa naqd, 

and Karikatur, and newspapers such as al-Malayin, Dar al-fikr, Dar al-tahrir, al-Ishti-

raki, al-Gumhuriya, al-Masa’, and al-Ahali, in addition to the Algerian newspaper 

al-Mujahid and the Saudi newspaper al-Faysal.

After leaving Rose al-Yusuf and journalism in 1962, Abu al-Enein started a different 

phase in the theater world as a set designer, establishing a folk arts troupe. Becom-

ing the director of the Center for Folk Arts (Markaz al-Funun al-Sha‘biya), Abu 

al-Enein, along with his wife Reaya El-Nimr, collected and documented Egyptian 

folk tales from Egypt’s North Coast and Nile Valley, from the tribal communities in 

the eastern and western deserts as far south as Aswan, and from the deep south 

in Halayib and Shalatin. He was also a pioneer costume designer. He and his wife 

were the first costume designers for the National Group for Folk Arts from 1963 to 

1993. He dedicated his time to his art, and his paintings were folk inspired.
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Hassan Fouad 

Hassan Fouad (1926–85) was an artist, designer, journalist, and screenwriter. He 

joined Cairo’s Higher School of Fine Arts in 1944 and was a student of Ahmad Sabry, 

Yusuf Kamel, Hussein Bicar, and Abd al-Salam al-Sherif, who became Fouad’s 

mentor in the field of journalism and book design. In 1947 he designed his first 

publication ever—the first issue of Majallat al-funun al-‘ulya, the Higher School of 

Fine Arts magazine, under the supervision of his mentor al-Sherif. In the same 

year, he published his first illustration for al-Zaman newspaper.

After graduating in 1948, Fouad joined al-Sherif in al-Jarida al-masa’iya, which 

marked the beginning of his career in editorial design. It was there that he was 

introduced to print media and learned the essential techniques of printing. In 

the same year he began working at al-Nida’, the Wafd political party’s newspa-

per, where he was released from his teacher’s decorative style. In 1951 he joined 

al-Sherif once again for the art direction of the elegant magazine al-Shahr. He also 

worked as designer and illustrator for al-Nida’ and for Sawt al-umma and al-Qissa 

magazines, and he participated with his artist and writer friends in issuing revo-

lutionary political and cultural magazines (al-Bashir, al-Malayin, al-Jamahir, and 

al-Katib). Fouad worked in different areas in the field of journalism, from writing 

and art criticism to design and illustration for advertising.

In 1952, Fouad participated in founding the first “July revolution” official magazine, 

al-Tahrir, introducing a new image of republican Egypt. This was considered a break-

through in magazine cover design, with the pretty blonde girl (most commonly 

used before 1952) replaced by barefoot Egyptian workers carrying their axes and 

walking toward the reader; this had never happened before in Egyptian journalism. 

Fouad carefully and intelligently chose photos, illustrations, caricatures, fonts, 

and shapes to represent the magazine’s political view and to create a new visual 

language. Furthermore, he designed his first political posters, “We Protect the 

Constitution” and “We Designated the Rights of Ownership for the Farmers.” He 

also founded Dar al-Fann al-Hadith, the “modern art” publishing house.

249. Portrait of Hassan Fouad
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250. (Above left) Majallat al-funun al-‘ulya magazine, 
first issue, cover designed by Hassan Fouad, 1947

251. (Above) Lettering design headline sketches by 
Hassan Fouad, year unknown

In 1953, Fouad founded and became the editor in chief of al-Ghad, along with his 

friend Abd al-Ghani Abu al-Enein. Together, they aimed to give visual expression 

to the new ideology following the 1952 revolution, but unfortunately, after one 

year al-Ghad was shut down after its fifth issue for the critical political opinions 

it portrayed. Al-Ghad was a starting point for many prominent names who would 

later go on to become the stars of a new national cultural movement. It introduced 

them to a new kind of culture and art, as well as new aesthetics, especially in terms 

of art direction, layout, photography, and printing. During the same year, in 1954, 

Fouad started a new chapter in Sabah al-khayr magazine, where he became the 

main editorial designer and principal illustrator after two years of working there. 

In a short time, the youthful magazine enforced a new trend for innovation that 

was evident in magazine layout design in other publications such as Akhir sa‘a 

and al-Musawwar, which were completed on a very low budget and with limited 

printing technologies.

With the same economical mindset, Fouad mastered the use of low-cost material 

for his cover designs, such as cheap colored paper—akin to that of cinema tickets 

and public transportation in the 1950s—and craft paper. He also designed head-

lines and book titles depicting the writing styles of street art, signs, and farmer’s 

seals, printing them in unconventional colors inspired by the spirit of Egyptian 

streets, such as cumin yellow, brick red, and the colors of staple foods such as 

fuul medammes (stewed fava beans) and kushari (a dish of rice, pasta, and lentils). 

Fouad designed and supervised the printing of hundreds of books, and introduced 

both a new culture and understanding of the printed book and magazine to Egypt. 
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Fouad introduced emotional and expressional design, in which he tended to 

ignore the European geometrical form and rely instead on the reader’s emotional 

consciousness. In 1956, Fouad traveled to Port Said to participate in the people’s 

resistance against the Tripartite Agression by Britain, France, and Israel against 

Egypt. There he founded, along with his friend Abd al-Mun‘im al-Kassas, a secret 

magazine for the resistance titled al-Intisar, and printed posters against the 

invasion. 

The year 1959 witnessed Fouad’s second edition of his magazine al-Ghad. In the 

same year, he was arrested and imprisoned for five years as part of a wider crack-

down on socialists in Egypt. In prison, he established, along with the writer Salah 

Hafez, a theater and a publishing house named Dar al-Ghad—al-Thaqafa li-l-Ha-

yah (Tomorrow’s Publishing House—Culture for Life). Fouad published, drew, and 

sculpted during that period. In 1964, he returned to Rose al-Yusuf as an art consul-

tant, and also supervised Hikayat Sabah al-Khayr, a children’s book series. He 

also began working for Egyptian television, for the program al-Fann li-l-hayah (Art 

for Life). In 1968 he became Sabah al-khayr magazine’s editor in chief and focused 

during that period on writing more than designing, illustrating, or even painting. 

In 1985, the third edition of al-Ghad was released, but he was not there to see it.

Left to right:
252. Al-Ghad logo, design sketch by Hassan
Fouad, 1953

253. Al-Ghad magazine, first issue, cover designed 
by Hassan Fouad, 1953

254. Al-Tahrir magazine, first issue, cover designed 
by Hassan Fouad, 1952
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255. (Above left) Lan nakhun Filastin (We Will Not 
Betray Palestine) book cover, designed 
by Hassan Fouad, 1958

256. (Top) Ahrar wara’ al-qudban (Free behind Bars) 
book cover, designed by Hassan Fouad, 1952

257. (Above) Israr (Insistence) book cover, designed 
by Hassan Fouad, 1955
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258. (Top) Dawud al-saghir (Dawud Junior) book 
cover, designed by Hassan Fouad, 1956

260. (Above) ‘An al-‘aqarib wa-l-hubb wa-l-tibb 
wa-l-masajin (On Scorpions, Love, Medicine, 
and Prisoners) book cover, designed by Hassan 
Fouad, 1961
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259. Ashwaq insan (A Human’s Longing) book 
cover, designed by Hassan Fouad, 1954


